Take Action on Your Biggest Inventory Opportunities
with LeanDNA’s Inventory Optimization Workflows
When demand changes fast, and today’s priorities may be
wrong tomorrow, there’s no time to waste. Yet, your biggest
inventory opportunities rely on your buyers’ abilities to respond
to changing production plans, mitigate ongoing risk, and find
ways to free up cash. And today, they do this with little
accountability or consistency in their workflows.
The results? Buyers:
• Use a hodgepodge of tools to uncover inventory
opportunities and feel stuck in analysis paralysis
• Duplicate work due to inconsistent processes and an
inability to prioritize daily tasks
• Guess on valuable optimization actions to reach
time-bound goals
LeanDNA’s configurable, role-based workflows standardize and optimize the daily work of supply chain teams, automatically
prioritizing urgent inventory actions for critical factory inventory management roles.
• Replace manual work with rich root-cause analysis
• Configure frontline teams’ daily tasks to align with inventory optimization targets
• Resolve parts in urgent need of optimization and those with the largest opportunity for reduction
Empower teams to focus on priorities at each site, and then standardize rules across your organization, gaining agility.

Purpose-Built Inventory Optimization Workflows are Designed to:
Simplify and Standardize
Work Processes

Establish Operational
Command

Align Daily Work to
Organizational Goals

Drive consistent work across your
organization, using automated
recommendations to ensure teams
prioritize the most critical
opportunities each day.

Keep a pulse on action status,
comments, assignments, and
ongoing collaboration of tasks to
ensure teams remain accountable to
goals and focused on the right
priorities.

Configure and surface your team’s
largest, prioritized daily inventory
opportunities to continuously
prevent shortages and reduce excess
inventory.

“LeanDNA’s inventory optimization view instantly allows me and the executive team to drill down and have complete visibility into
the root causes and trends of our inventory. Our team is able to see a full view of our operation instantly, so we can focus on
controlling costs, managing oversight, and improving on-time delivery without spending hours tracking down
required information.”
— Darren Hill, VP of Supply Chain, Radius Aerospace

Contact us to see LeanDNA in action
leandna.com/request-demo
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LeanDNA’s Inventory Optimization Workflows

How Can Workflows Give You Control over Inventory Operations?
Empower managers to understand team performance and identify top opportunities to optimize inventory.
Configure workflows with priorities in mind

Tune actionability settings to prioritize and assign actions based on
role, value, company goals, team policies, and best practices. Control
the volume of recommendations and their cadence to ensure teams
are working productively.

See projected actionable inventory opportunities

With the Inventory Optimization view, get visibility into actionable
opportunities to free working capital. Drill down into recommended
inventory actions to right-size inventory levels to achieve weekly,
monthly, and yearly targets.

Track progress and performance over time

Proactively manage problematic order policies and components that
are either over or under target quantity or have the most pressing need
for optimization. Monitor team performance, drive accountability, and
measure progress toward goals with robust reporting on team
activities, task assignments, and action status.

How Can Your Teams Boost Productivity?
Standardize frontline teams’ daily work processes, improving efficiency.
Find daily opportunities in My Work view

Buyers start each day in the My Work view, where they find
prioritized inventory actions and tasks in a configurable
opportunity list to manage and execute.

Take action and collaborate with smart PO-level
recommendations

Prescribed actions in the Item Opportunity view recommend when
to purchase, cancel, or split orders. Buyers can drill into details that
matter and take action on recommendations, snooze tasks until
later, leave comments, and update action status.

Solve root cause of inventory issues with dashboards
and analytics

Purpose-built workflows and dashboards for every role enable
teams to track trends and identify the root cause of issues.
Automatically surface recommendations to proactively manage
shortages, update delivery schedules, optimize PFEP processes,
and more.

Want to take the guesswork out of inventory opportunities?
Schedule a Demo

